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INTRODUCTION
Spring Salmon form separate and distinct stocks on 
Tweed. It is imperative to ensure adequate reproduction 
so that the stocks can sustain themselves. The recent 
evidence is that, even with the River’s previous Spring 
Conservation Measures, barely enough Spring Salmon 
get through to fully stock their spawning grounds; in 
some years there may have been insufficient numbers. 
To allow the Spring fish to achieve their best spawning 
potential it is necessary that all caught fish be returned, 
unharmed, to the water. Evidence from previous 
tagging showed that only a very small proportion of 
released fish are caught a second time.

Total Catch-and-Release in the Spring applies to 
the whole of the Tweed River system for the 2016 
to 2020 seasons inclusive.

The Spring season is defined as 1st February to 
30th June inclusive.

AVERAGE WEIGHT FOR LENGTH OF 
TWEED ROD-CAUGHT SALMON

Inches/Cms & Lbs

Length
Inches

Length
Cms

Weight
Lbs

Length
Inches

Length
Cms

Weight
Lbs

16 40 2.1 33 84 13.3

17 43 2.4 34 86 14.6

18 46 2.6 35 89 15.9

19 48 3.0 36 91 17.3

20 51 3.4 37 94 18.9

21 53 3.8 38 96 20.5

22 56 4.2 39 99 22.2

23 58 4.7 40 102 24.1

24 61 5.3 41 104 26.0

25 63 5.9 42 107 28.1

26 66 6.6 43 109 30.2

27 69 7.4 44 112 32.5

28 71 8.2 45 114 34.9

29 74 9.0 46 117 37.4

30 76 10.0 47 119 40.1

31 79 11.0 48 122 42.8

32 81 12.1

Table based on lengths & weights of 17,794 rod caught  
Salmon over whole seasons, 1991 – 2009

Weights are the average for the length. 
Individual fish may be heavier or lighter 

depending on their condition. Estimates are 
less accurate for fish over 40” (102cms).

The above chart is for Tweed Salmon over the whole 
of the season and not specifically for Springers.
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TWEED SHIRTS

Salmon Anglers who have fished the Tweed, 
and adhered to the Tweed Angling Code, can 

support the River by purchasing a bespoke 
‘Tweed Salmon’ sweatshirt or polo shirt.

Forms are in the Tweed fishing huts,  
or are downloadable:

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk



THE BEST PRACTICE IS:
1. HOOKS The use of single and double hooks 

is best; flatten or remove barbs to make hook 
removal easier.

 If the fish is deep-hooked, it is better to snip the 
line close to the hook, leaving it in the fish, than to 
try and remove it.  This will cause less harm to the 
fish and increase its chance of survival. 

2. FISH HANDLING Fish should be handled with 
extreme care, especially those that have been 
injured or become exhausted whilst being 
played. 

• Use a knotless net.

• Do not take the fish out of the water if at all 
possible; if photographing a fish, anglers 
should kneel with the fish also still in the water, 
held gently by the tail and under the chin.

• Do not hold a fish up by its tail or hold close to 
your body under any circumstances.

 THE BEST PRACTICE IS: (cont.)

• Handle the fish as little as possible and as 
gently as possible: scales are very loose on 
fresh Spring Salmon, but as they sit in shallow 
pockets within the skin, losing then does not 
break it or cause any problems.

• Fish should be supported gently and upright in 
the water until such time as they swim away on 
their own.

• Anglers must allow the fish time to recover 
before letting it loose in the River; this may take 
a long time (up to 30 minutes).

3. MORTALITY Only those Salmon and Grilse that 
have actually died in the course of resuscitation, 
after 31st March, may be removed from the 
water. No one is allowed to dispatch a Salmon 
or Grilse, e.g. by use of a priest. On no account 
may any Salmon or Grilse be killed on 
purpose. 

4. GUIDANCE ON SPINNING There is a view 
that old Springers are more likely to be caught 
in low water after 1st July (when the Spring 
Conservation Measures end) by spinning. Rules 
for spinning are determined by individual beats. 
However particular care should be taken where 
a beat has different owners on opposite banks. 
In such cases, good etiquette is that fly fishers 
should have the opportunity to fish the water 
first and only when this opportunity has passed 
should spinning be used. Spinning should 
not be the method of first choice in low and 
clear water conditions. Where proprietors 
wish to do so, they can restrict spinning on 
their beats to comparatively high and coloured 
water conditions, and perhaps especially in 
the period 1st July to 14th September (after 
which spinning is illegal) and when the Spring 
Conservation Measures are not applicable. Old 
spring fish, caught by any fishing method after 
30th June, should be returned as they will have 
become coloured and increasingly mature.

THE NEW MEASURES -  
IMPLEMENTATION

SPRING SALMON & SEA-TROUT – LAW: 
It is illegal to take any Salmon or Sea-trout – dead or 
alive – from 1st February to 31st March each year.

SPRING SALMON – TWEED RULES: 
These Rules apply to all Salmon and Grilse (not Sea-
trout) for the period 1st April to 30th June each year on 
the whole of the Tweed catchment.
• Anglers must return to the water ALL Salmon and 

Grilse caught up to the end of June, unharmed.
• Every effort must be taken by the angler and 

boatman to allow fish to recover after being caught. 

SALMON CAUGHT AFTER 30TH JUNE:
• Salmon caught after 30th June should be returned 

if they are not fresh (i.e. not silver) and therefore 
likely to be Spring stock.

THE RIGHT & WRONG WAY 
TO HOLD A FISH


